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Agenda and Challenge 

•  To discuss experience in applying the new IEA How-To 
Guide to Roadmaps at the country level  

•  Learnings from applying an IEA Methodology to the 
development of National technology Roadmaps 

•  To highlight technological and resource potential to 
enable us exploit indigenous, clean energy sources in a 
way that generates positive returns and employment 
while producing the sustainable energy system we need 
for the future 



National Technology Roadmaps 

•  What it is: 
–  A statement of ‘resource’ ambition 
–  Review[able] annually 

•  What it is not:  
–  A least cost model 
–  Government policy 



Lessons from application: 
Ireland’s roadmaps 



Audiences 

•  Works for an international organisation but is difficult to 
apply to a national context 



Process outline and  logic 

•  Similar methodological approach and structure applied 

•  Two tier process: analytical and consultative 

•  Technology specific roadmaps: ata national level 
Governments look beyond ‘technology focused’ instead 
focusing on engagements and actions that are best for 
the state 



Expert Judgement and Managing Engagement 

•  Achieving objectivity and subjectivity 

–  Useful tool at selecting appropriate actors to engage 
in a ‘new’ roadmapping process 

–  Caution of attempting to fit technology roadmaps into 
pre-existing groups and audiences 



Data analysis and Preparation Phases 

•  Highlighted analytical difficulties in post 2020 scenario 
development 

•  Provides opportunity for future engagement in longer 
term modelling and policy analysis 

•  Potential to leapfrog: working in parallel with activities 
under ETSAP and Markal  

•  Good project management methodology to preparatory 
phase 



Development phase 

•  Path is different depending on technology and 
externalities 

–  Managing ambition (political and industrial) 
–  Target achievement 
–  Interest and technology groups (bioenergy: forestry, 

algae, 2nd gen) 



Ireland’s  
Roadmaps 



Residential Energy  





Bioenergy 





Ocean Energy  





Questions 
matthew.kennedy@seai.ie 

http://www.seai.ie/News_Events/
Press_Releases/
SEAI_Unveils_approach_to_Lon
g_Term_Energy_Ambitions_for_I
reland.html 


